Speakers are identified by their number and sex. The number of tokens (n) from the predicted voiceless words and the predicted voiced words is listed in column 1. Because speakers di‰er as to how many tokens are produced with syllabic sonorants (which were excluded), these numbers di‰er for di‰erent speakers. Column 2 shows the phonetic parameters, abbreviated as 'fricdur' for fricative duration, and 'vcdur' for voicing duration (both in ms). Columns 3 and 4 contain the mean values across all the predicted voiceless tokens (abbreviated as 'nv' for non-voiced) and all the predicted voiced tokens (abbreviated 'vd') for each speaker, and columns 5 and 6 contain the corresponding standard deviations.
The second problem was that not all data formed a normal distribution. Shapiro-Wilks tests for normal distribution were calculated for predicted voiceless tokens (column 12) and predicted voiced tokens (column 13). Where p<0·05 in these columns, the assumption of normal distribution has to be rejected, and hence the applicability of a t-test might be questioned. Applied to the voicing percentage parameter ('vcperc'), the Shapiro-Wilks tests showed that, for almost all speakers, the voiced tokens did not form a normal distribution (probably because the distribution was bimodal -with a second peak around the 100% value). For this reason, the applicability of the t-test for the vcperc parameter was too problematic, and the results for vcperc are not listed here.
The p-values in column 9 indicate whether, for a given speaker, predicted voiced and voiceless fricatives di‰er in one or more of the two parameters fricdur and vcdur. Since many t-tests were carried out on the same phonetic parameter, the significance levels had to be adjusted. Starting with p<0·05, this overall level has to be divided by 31 (speakers), arriving at the new level of p<0·00161 for each individual test. All results below this threshold are italicised in column 9. The results show that for 27 out of 31 speakers, at least one of the two phonetic parameters is significantly di‰erent in predicted voiced and voiceless fricatives.
